Section Corner 4/3/9/10  Rewitness.  Dec, 10, 1955

For many years a squared stake has been in proper position north and west from God's Valley Creek, with the remains of what is apparently the Vine Maple BT lying on the ground along side.  The dead maple is flattened on one side, but no marks remain on the rotted wood.  It is close to the 4.08 chains north and 2.00 chains west from a creek 16 links wide, as called for; I take it to be the corner, and place there an iron pipe 1\frac{1}{2}" x 4 ft., and make new BTs:--

Hemlock 10" S36°E 10.3 ft., scribed " S 10 BT 1842"

and yellow metal location poster.

Hemlock 15" N36°W 23.6 ft., bark scribed "S 3 BT"

Spruce 14" N87°W 25.0 ft. bark scribed "S 8 BT"

Done Dec, 10/55, in presence of A. R. Anderson.

From this corner I run north by staff compass, declination 22° East, and 300 ft steel tape.  At north 591 ft. I find two hemlocks, facing, and bearing iron marks which were mutilated but not completely removed many years ago; these I take to be the point which was set for the section corner by the first survey, then later destroyed as being not correct, as recorded in the GLO notes.  I continue North, and at total distance North 5794 ft. and East 30 ft. I find the

Section Corner 33/34/4/3, on Township line and County line.

The GLO Notes call for here a Spruce 90° N12°E 74 1k.,

and 3 hemlocks.  There is here a very rotten old spruce snag stump, no marks visible, and the roots of two of the hemlocks can be found, the 3 stumps forming the pattern of bearings and distances as called for in the notes, so I take this point to be the section corner.

At the proper measured out point for the corner I find a new fir limb stake, properly scribed, and

Fir, 24", N30°E, 45 ft., faced and scribed "BT"

This stake and new BT are said to have been put in by Paul Thompson, Registered Engineer, now deceased, but never recorded in either Tillamook or Clatsop Counties.  Since the indetification of the spot for the corner, and the setting of the stake seem to me to be correct, I left the stake as found, and am herewith recording it as a rewitness.

December 8/55, in presence of A. R. Anderson and
Orval Porter.

W. A. Markham
Registered Engineer 1842